It is shown that in a Hilbert space the only infinite equidistant systems of points are those obtained by translation and scaling from (in the complex case: almost) orthonormal systems.
INTRODUCTION
A trivial geometric argument leads to the conclusion that a maximal system of equidistant points in the three-dimensionM Euclidean space consists of the four corners of a tetrahedron.
In this note we want to discuss the structure of equidistant sets in arbitrary Hilbert spaces. Our results imply a characterization of infinite orthonormal sets in Hilbert spaces which, though completely elementary, seems to have remained unnoticed in the literature.
FINITE EQUIDISTANT SETS IN REAL HILBERT SPACES
THEOREM I.
(a) Let H be a real Hilbert space, and let xl,...,xm c H be given such that
Ix~ -xkl = e > 0 (1 < j < k < m) REMARK 1. If we do not refer to Euclidean norms, the assertions become false in general; e.g., in R n with the Chebyshev norm []-Iic¢ all 2 n points having components 0 and/or 1 form an equidistant system, whereas in the Euclidean case according to the theorem a maximum equidistant set in R n consists of n + 1 points.
Proof. In order to prove (a) we first derive (3) We therefore get for 1 < k < m + 1
1)
This completes the proof of (3).
We now prove the linear independence. To this end we first observe that because of
we get (xj,xk) = -(c2/2rn)(1 <_ j < k < m) from (1) Then by (3) and (4) we get REMARK 2. The theorem shows that the only infinite equidistant systerns in a real Hilbert space are those obtained by translation and scaling from orthonormal systems.
Proof. We only need to prove assertions (i) and (ii) for countably infinite families. The general case then will follow from a straightforward "zigzag" argument.
Thus we suppose in what follows that we are given an infinite equidistant sequence (xn),~eN in H.
The sequence ((xl + --. + Xn)/n)ncN being bounded, there is a weakly convergent subsequence xl + ... + xt,.
)
with a weak limit y E H. (This follows from the well-known EberleinShmulyan theorem; see [1] or [3] for the general formulation, and [2, Theorem 4.25] for the simpler Hilbert-space case.)
By (3) and (4) we get for j, k ___ In, j # k
whence for j, kl, k2 < ln, kl,k2 Cj
and thus also 
COMPLEX HILBERT SPACES
As is obvious, the theorems have to be modified if we consider complex scalars. For example, if (en)neN is an orthonormal sequence in a complex Hilbert space H, then the sequence (el,iel,e2,ie2 
~(u),-v,u u-v)=O and lu),-v I=]u u-v].
REMARK 3. This shows that the only infinite equidistant systems are the trivial ones, namely those obtained from a system (e~)~eh with levi = 1 (A c A) and ~(e~,e,) = 0 (A ~ #) by translation and scaling; such a system (e~) is "almost" orthonormal. 
